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Abstract:
This paper introduces CACTI-P, the first architecture-level integrated power, area, and timing modeling framework for SRAM-based structures with advanced leakage power reduction techniques. CACTI-P supports modeling of major leakage power reduction approaches including power-gating, long channel devices, and Hi-k metal gate devices. Because it accounts for implementation overheads, CACTI-P enables indepth study of architecture-level tradeoffs for advanced leakage power management schemes. We illustrate the potential applicability of CACTI-P in the design and analysis of leakage power reduction techniques of future manycore processors by applying nanosecond scale power-gating to different levels of cache for a 64 core multithreaded architecture at the 22nm technology. Combining results from CACTI-P and a performance simulator, we find that although nanosecond scale power-gating is a powerful way to minimize leakage power for all levels of caches, its severe impacts on processor performance and energy when being used for L1 data caches make nanosecond scale power-gating a better fit for caches closer to main memory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Static random-access memory (SRAM) based structures, including caches, lookup tables, and storage buffers, occupy ever-increasing die area of high-performance VLSI chips such as microprocessors, and thus contribute a significant portion of total chip standby power. Moreover, as Moore’s Law has driven CMOS technology well into the nanoscale regime, controlling SRAM leakage power becomes more and more challenging; despite all the efforts and progress in technology including silicon on insulator (SOI), strained-silicon, and multi-gate devices, the leakage power density still increases proportionally as technology advances [14]. Therefore, managing SRAM leakage power has become increasingly important to meet the power budget.

Almost all SRAM-based arrays in modern microprocessors are equipped with advanced leakage power management logic. Figure 1 shows the power breakdown of the Intel Xeon Tulsa and Penryn processors [4], [13]. As shown in the figure, when no leakage control techniques are used, the leakage power of the last level caches occupies 63% and 56% of the total leakage power of Xeon Tulsa and Core 2 Penryn processors respectively, corresponding to 30% and 20% of the total power of the processors. With advanced leakage power management, the leakage power of the last level caches are reduced by more than 6×.

The use of SRAM leakage power management schemes affects chip design at the system level. The designer needs to consider not only the power reduction efficiency but also the area and timing overhead for adding the leakage power management unit. More importantly, the wakeup time and wakeup energy of the designs and their impact at the system level must be carefully evaluated.

Our ability to propose, design, and evaluate new power management techniques and their system implications is currently limited by the availability and quality of appropriate system-level tools. At the circuit level, [3], [7], [11] proposed sleep transistor designs for generic circuit blocks. Real cache and RAM implementations with power management units have been demonstrated in modern industry designs [4], [13], [16]. However, there are no architecture-level tools that can perform fast yet accurate evaluation of power control techniques for memory arrays. CACTI [18] was the first tool to provide rapid power, area, and timing estimates of RAM structures for computer architecture research, and following a series of improvements [1], [15] has remained the most popular. McPAT [9], [10] uses the same analytical methodology to simultaneously model power, area, and timing of multicore and manycore processors.

In this paper, we introduce CACTI-P, an extension to CACTI, that provides the first in-depth model of leakage power management techniques for SRAM-based arrays. It models the detailed design of the power management unit including different circuit design styles and sleep transistor sizing. Thus, CACTI-P can correctly evaluate the power, area, and timing overhead of adding the power management units, including the penalties of wakeup latency and wakeup energy.
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The use of power-gating with sleep transistors is the chief approach to reduce the supply voltage (Although the change of supply voltage also affects the leakage current, the leakage current reaches its full value after the supply voltage is around 50mV [17]). A sleep transistor is either a PMOS or NMOS high \( V_t \) transistor that connects an external power supply to an internal circuit power supply which is commonly called a virtual power supply. The sleep transistor is controlled by a power management unit to shift the voltage level of the virtual power supply so that the circuit can be put into different power-saving states when idle. A PMOS sleep transistor (a header switch) is used to control the \( V_{cc} \) supply and provides a virtual \( V_{cc} \). An NMOS sleep transistor (a footer switch) controls the \( V_{ss} \) supply and creates a virtual ground. Footers, headers, or both can be used in circuit designs to achieve optimal trade-offs between performance and overhead. PMOS transistors are less leaky than NMOS transistors of the same size, leading to a better leakage power reduction. The advantage of a footer switch is its high driving current and hence smaller area.

Long channel devices and Hi-k metal gate devices are the device-level techniques used to reduce intrinsic leakage current density. Equation 2 [17] shows the subthreshold current.

\[
I_{ds} = I_{ds0} e^{-\frac{V_{g}}{V_{th}}} (1 - e^{-\frac{V_{ds}}{V_{th}}})
\]

Fig. 2. Leakage current paths in an SRAM cell in an idle state. Bitlines are precharged to \( V_{cc} \).

II. LEAKAGE POWER AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

The leakage power in CMOS is consumed because of leakage current through the transistors which, in reality, function as “imperfect” switches. The magnitude of the leakage current is proportional to the width of the transistor and also depends on the logical state of the device. There are two major leakage mechanisms. The first type of leakage, subthreshold leakage, occurs when a transistor in the off state actually allows a small current to pass between its source and drain. The second type, gate leakage, is the current that leaks through the gate terminal. Figure 2 shows the subthreshold leakage and gate leakage paths in an SRAM cell in the idle state with “0” being stored. Since an SRAM has multiple leakage paths in each cell (as shown in the figure), its leakage power is a serious problem.

The total leakage power dissipation of CMOS circuits can be expressed as shown in Equation (1).

\[
P_{leakage} = V_{cc} \times I_{sub} + V_{cc} \times I_{g}
\]

where \( V_{cc} \) is the voltage supply, \( I_{sub} \) is subthreshold leakage current, and \( I_{g} \) is the gate leakage current. While subthreshold leakage has been a problem since 90nm technologies, the gate leakage has also become a serious challenge at 45nm [5]. Based on the equation there are two approaches to reduce the leakage power: 1) reduce the supply voltage; 2) reduce the leakage current density.

The total leakage power dissipation of CMOS circuits can be expressed as shown in Equation (1).

\[
P_{leakage} = V_{cc} \times I_{sub} + V_{cc} \times I_{g}
\]

where \( V_{cc} \) is the voltage supply, \( I_{sub} \) is subthreshold leakage current, and \( I_{g} \) is the gate leakage current. While subthreshold leakage has been a problem since 90nm technologies, the gate leakage has also become a serious challenge at 45nm [5]. Based on the equation there are two approaches to reduce the leakage power: 1) reduce the supply voltage; 2) reduce the leakage current density.

The use of power-gating with sleep transistors is the chief approach to reduce the supply voltage (Although the change of supply voltage also affects the leakage current, the leakage current reaches its full value after the supply voltage is around 50mV [17]). A sleep transistor is either a PMOS or NMOS high \( V_t \) transistor that connects an external power supply to an internal circuit power supply which is commonly called a virtual power supply. The sleep transistor is controlled by a power management unit to shift the voltage level of the virtual power supply so that the circuit can be put into different power-saving states when idle. A PMOS sleep transistor (a header switch) is used to control the \( V_{cc} \) supply and provides a virtual \( V_{cc} \). An NMOS sleep transistor (a footer switch) controls the \( V_{ss} \) supply and creates a virtual ground. Footers, headers, or both can be used in circuit designs to achieve optimal trade-offs between performance and overhead. PMOS transistors are less leaky than NMOS transistors of the same size, leading to a better leakage power reduction. The advantage of a footer switch is its high driving current and hence smaller area.

Long channel devices and Hi-k metal gate devices are the device-level techniques used to reduce intrinsic leakage current density. Equation 2 [17] shows the subthreshold current.

\[
I_{ds} = I_{ds0} e^{-\frac{V_{g}}{V_{th}}} (1 - e^{-\frac{V_{ds}}{V_{th}}})
\]

where \( I_{ds0} \) is the current at threshold voltage \( V_t \), which is a constant at a given technology node, \( V_{gs} \) is the gate-source voltage, \( V_{ds} \) is the drain-source voltage, \( v_T \) is the thermal voltage, and \( n \) is a constant coefficient. \( V_{th} = V_{t0} - V_{DIBL} \), where \( V_{t0} \) is the intrinsic threshold voltage, and \( V_{DIBL} \) is the threshold voltage reduction caused by the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect. Subthreshold current is exponentially dependent on \( V_t \), and \( V_{DIBL} \) decreases exponentially with the channel length [19]. Thus, increasing channel length can significantly reduce subthreshold current by increasing \( V_t \). On the other hand, since the saturation current of a device is proportional to channel length, performance decreases linearly with the increase of channel length. The use of 10% longer channel devices can reduce subthreshold current by around 3\( \times \) with less than 10% performance loss [13].

Equation 3 [12] shows the gate leakage current density.

\[
J_{DT} = A E_o^2 \exp\left(-\frac{B(1 - (1 - \frac{V_{ox}}{V_{ox}})^{3/2})}{V_{ox}}\right)
\]

where \( \phi_{ox} \) is the barrier height for electrons in the conduction band, \( A \) and \( B \) are constant coefficients accounting for both the electron properties and \( \phi_{ox} \), and \( E_{ox} = V_{ox}/t_{ox} \) is the gate electric field determined by voltage on the gate dielectric \( (V_{ox}) \) and the thickness of gate dielectric \( (t_{ox}) \). Equation 3 shows that the gate leakage current density increases rapidly with the increase of \( E_{ox} \). Hi-k gate dielectric has been introduced to keep the same gate capacitance while not decreasing \( t_{ox} \), thus resulting in a relatively small \( E_{ox} \) compared to conventional silicon oxide, resulting in significant gate leakage reduction.

III. CACTI-P

CACTI-P is the first modeling framework for SRAM designs with integrated leakage power management. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the CACTI-P framework. The key components of CACTI-P include:

- power-gating models that perform placement and sizing for sleep transistors. The models also decide the types (PMOS or NMOS) of sleep transistors and compute their area, timing, and power overhead.
CACTI-P also models bitline floating that reduces the leakage power caused by the access transistors inside an SRAM cell. Bitline floating is modeled by assuming that bitline precharge transistors (PCs in Figure 4) are turned off when the SRAM is in the sleep state and turned back on once the SRAM returns to the active state. Thus, the retention voltage depends on the achievable static-noise-margin of the two inverters in an SRAM cell. To determine the retention voltage of the SRAM cells, designers usually perform extensive on-die measurements, considering variations in the threshold voltage across the chip resulting from the fabrication process variation.

Figure 4 shows the modeled power-gating techniques at the SRAM subarray level in CACTI-P. A subarray is the smallest entity inside an SRAM array, and each access involves one or more subarrays. CACTI-P models power-gating at all major potential leakage components inside SRAMs, including memory cell power-gating, wordline power-gating, bitline floating, and bitline I/O power-gating. Power-gating for CAMs and fully-associative caches are also modeled in CACTI-P, including additional searchline and matchline floating using the same modeling techniques as used for bitline floating. CACTI-P incorporates models for state-of-the-art design techniques, including: 1) the placement and topology of sleep transistors, 2) the supply voltage of idle circuit blocks, 3) the types and sizes of sleep transistors, and 4) power-gating granularity, as used in [4], [13], [16].

Power-gating relies on reducing the supply voltage of idle circuit blocks. However, SRAM cells will lose data, if the supply voltage is reduced below the retention voltage. CACTI-P models two power-gating states: the sleep (or standby) state and the shut-down state. While the shut-down state reduces supply voltage almost to zero and loses all information stored in the SRAM array, the sleep state reduces the power supply to the minimum retention voltage so that the memory cells retain data while consuming less leakage power. The retention voltage depends on the achievable static-noise-margin of the two inverters in an SRAM cell. To determine the retention voltage of the SRAM cells, designers usually perform extensive on-die measurements, considering variations in the threshold voltage across the chip resulting from the fabrication process variation.

The retention voltage of the SRAM cells, designers usually perform extensive on-die measurements, considering variations in the threshold voltage across the chip resulting from the fabrication process variation. CACTI-P chooses the retention voltage (SRAM$_{V_{ccmin}}$) based on reported values in industrial designs [4], [5], [13], [16], [20], as shown in Table I. For wordline drivers and bitline drivers that are pure logic gates, the minimum virtual supply voltage $WLV_{ccmin}$ and $BLV_{ccmin}$ for sleep states are determined by the sizes and threshold voltages of transistors in the drivers.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Technology (nm) & $V_{ccmin}$ (V) & $V_{cc}$ (V) \\
\hline
65 & 0.7 & 1.1 \\
45 & 0.65 & 1.0 \\
32 & 0.6 & 0.9 \\
22 & 0.55 & 0.8 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Retention Voltage of SRAM Cells from 65nm to 22nm Technology Nodes.}
\end{table}

A. Power-gating modeling

Figure 4 shows the modeled power-gating techniques at the SRAM subarray level in CACTI-P. A subarray is the smallest entity inside an SRAM array, and each access involves one or more subarrays. CACTI-P models power-gating at all major potential leakage components inside SRAMs, including memory cell power-gating, wordline power-gating, bitline floating, and bitline I/O power-gating. Power-gating for CAMs and fully-associative caches are also modeled in CACTI-P, including additional searchline and matchline floating using the same modeling techniques as used for bitline floating. CACTI-P incorporates models for state-of-the-art design techniques, including: 1) the placement and topology of sleep transistors, 2) the supply voltage of idle circuit blocks, 3) the types and sizes of sleep transistors, and 4) power-gating granularity, as used in [4], [13], [16].

Power-gating relies on reducing the supply voltage of idle circuit blocks. However, SRAM cells will lose data, if the supply voltage is reduced below the retention voltage. CACTI-P models two power-gating states: the sleep (or standby) state and the shut-down state. While the shut-down state reduces supply voltage almost to zero and loses all information stored in the SRAM array, the sleep state reduces the power supply to the minimum retention voltage so that the memory cells retain data while consuming less leakage power. The retention voltage depends on the achievable static-noise-margin of the two inverters in an SRAM cell. To determine the retention voltage of the SRAM cells, designers usually perform extensive on-die measurements, considering variations in the threshold voltage across the chip resulting from the fabrication process variation.
leakage through the access transistors is reduced by dynamically lowering the bitline voltage in the standby state with bitline floating. The voltage on the floating bitline is determined by the capacitance of the bitline and the sleep time of the bitline before it wakes up again.

As shown in Figure 4, sleep transistors are modeled for memory cells, wordline drivers, and bitline I/O drivers. For arrays, CACTI-P assumes one sleep transistor (PA) for each bitline inside a subarray. CACTI-P assumes a sleep transistor (PW) for each wordline driver and a sleep transistor (PB) for each bitline I/O driver. As shown in Figure 4, the groups of the sleep transistors (connected by dotted lines in the Figure 4) in the arrays, wordline drivers, and bitline I/O drivers are modeled as distributed sleep transistor networks (DSTNs) [11]. DSTN achieves smaller overhead than traditional module-based [7] and cluster-based [3] sleep transistor designs. For the interconnect drivers (not shown in the figure), CACTI-P uses DSTNs only for sleep transistors at the same stage and within the same link group (address, data-in, and data-out links) to ease routing complications. Using these assumptions, CACTI-P performs automatic sleep transistor sizing inside each DSTN. Note that although PMOS transistors are used as sleep transistors as shown in Figure 4, CACTI-P models both NMOS and PMOS transistors as sleep transistors and selects the better option considering overall results in power, area, and timing during the automatic optimization process.

CACTI-P sizes the sleep transistors based on two design constraints set by the user: the allowed performance loss when the circuit is active and the allowed wakeup latency. CACTI-P first sizes the DSTN-based sleep transistors using Equations 4 and 5 [11].

\[
W_{st} = \frac{MSSC(ckt)L}{N\delta \mu C_{ox}(V_{cc} - V_{tH})(V_{cc} - V_{tL})} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\delta = 1 - \frac{T_{pd}}{T_{pd-ST}} \tag{5}
\]

where \(\delta\) is the performance loss because of the extra load of the sleep transistors when the circuit block is active, and \(T_{pd-ST}\) and \(T_{pd}\) are the circuit propagation delay with and without sleep transistors, respectively. \(\beta\) is a factor accounting for the impact of metal wires in the DSTN ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 [11]. \(N\) is the number of charging/discharging paths (or the number of total sleep transistors) in the DSTN. \(L, C_{ox},\) and \(\mu\) are the channel length, gate capacitance, and the carrier mobility of the sleep transistor, respectively. \(V_{tL}\) is the threshold voltage of the circuit block, and \(V_{tH}\) is the threshold voltage of the sleep transistor. CACTI-P assumes that sleep transistors are all built with low standby power (LSTP) devices [14] with very high \(V_{tH}\) to reduce the leakage power caused by sleep transistors when circuit blocks are in the sleep state. \(MSSC\) is the maximum simultaneous switching current of the circuit block in the active state. CACTI-P calculates \(MSSC\) for different circuit types using Equations 6, 7, and 8.

\[
MSSC(\text{array}) = n \times 2I_{sat,cell} \tag{6}
\]

\[
MSSC(\text{WDriver}) = I_{sat,\text{WDriver}} \tag{7}
\]

\[
MSSC(\text{BLDriver}) = n \times I_{sat,\text{BLDriver}} \tag{8}
\]

where \(n\) is the number of switching bits in each access to the subarray, and \(n \leq N_c\), where \(N_c\) is the number of columns in a subarray. \(I_{sat,cell}\) is the saturation current of SRAM cell transistors, and \(2I_{sat,cell}\) indicates that both inverters in the SRAM cell contribute to the total switching current. The DSTN can significantly reduce the total sleep transistor area (width) for a given performance loss. For example, the sleep transistors in wordline drivers are connected through the local network. During a normal operation, there is only one active wordline in a subarray at any time, with the \(MSSC\) as shown in Equation 7. All connected transistors in the network act as the charging path of the active wordline, which significantly reduces the size of a sleep transistor by \(N\) times \((N\) is the number of rows inside a subarray in this case), compared to the traditional module-based [7] and cluster-based [3] sleep transistor designs, while still satisfying the design constraint of allowed performance loss.

Once CACTI-P finishes sizing the sleep transistors, it computes the wakeup latency \(T_{wakeup}\) and energy \(E_{wakeup}\) of the circuit blocks with power-gating. Figure 5 shows the equivalent RC circuit during the wakeup time of cell array. When the subarray enters/exits power-gating states, all paths in the DSTN charge/discharge simultaneously. Thus, there is no charge sharing between SRAM columns, and only one column in the subarray needs to be considered when computing the wakeup latency. The wakeup time is the intrinsic delay of the RC circuit, computed using the Elmore-delay model as in Equation 9. The wakeup energy of a single column is computed using Equation 10, where \(C_{ckt}\) and \(C_s\) are the total capacitances for the charge/discharge path of the subarray circuit and sleep transistors respectively as shown in Figure 5. \(\Delta V\) is the voltage swing from \(V_{ccmin}\) to \(V_{cc}\). Note that the wakeup energy is the total energy for a complete sleep and wakeup cycle.

\[
\tau_{wakeup} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_i \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{i} R_j \tag{9}
\]

\[
E_{wakeup} = (C_{ckt} + C_s)\Delta V V_{cc} \tag{10}
\]

The overall wakeup latency, energy, and area overhead, considering all power-gating circuitry, are described in Equations 11, 12, and 13, respectively. While the wakeup latency takes the maximum of the four power-gated circuits, the wakeup energy is the sum of the total energy consumed during the wakeup process. The area overhead is
TABLE II
SUBTHRESHOLD LEAKAGE CURRENT DENSITY REDUCTION (IN PERCENTAGE) BY USING LONG CHANNEL DEVICES FROM 65NM TO 22NM TECHNOLOGY NODES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology (nm)</th>
<th>Subthreshold leakage reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>267%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>274%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>283%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>304%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sum of all sleep transistors. Unlike power-gating, bitline floating does not need sleep transistors and thus causes no area overhead.

\[
T_{\text{wakeup}} = \max (\tau_{\text{wakeup, array}}, \tau_{\text{wakeup, W/ Ldriver}}, \tau_{\text{wakeup, B/Ldriver}}, \tau_{\text{wakeup, BL/ floating}})
\]

\[
E_{\text{wakeup}} = \sum (E_{\text{wakeup, array}}, E_{\text{wakeup, W/ Ldriver}}, E_{\text{wakeup, B/Ldriver}}, E_{\text{wakeup, BL/ floating}})
\]

\[
A_{\text{wakeup}} = \sum (A_{\text{wakeup, array}}, A_{\text{wakeup, W/ Ldriver}}, A_{\text{wakeup, B/Ldriver}})
\]

After computing overall wakeup latency, CACTI-P will check whether the wakeup latency is over the limit of the allowed wakeup penalty set by the user. If the constraint is violated, CACTI-P will increase the size of the sleep transistors (or the precharge transistors in the bitlines) in the power-gating circuit with the longest wakeup latency and re-calculate the overall wakeup latency. CACTI-P repeats this process until the wakeup latency constraint is met.

B. Long channel and Hi-k metal gate devices

CACTI-P models both long channel and Hi-k devices as technology-level techniques for leakage power reduction. Hi-k device parameters are obtained from Intel’s data [5] and MASTAR [14]. CACTI-P assumes all devices are Hi-k devices after 45nm, which reduces the gate leakage by more than 10×, and leads to a total gate leakage of less than 5% of the total subthreshold leakage.

The long channel devices have a 10% longer than normal devices at the same technology node with approximately a 3× subthreshold leakage reduction. To accurately model the system implications of long channel devices, we use MASTAR [14] to obtain the exact leakage current reduction values for technology nodes from 65nm to 22nm as shown in Table II. CACTI-P first computes the best access time of an SRAM structure with normal devices on the critical path and long channel devices on non-critical paths. Then during the optimization process, CACTI-P replaces normal devices on the critical path with the long channel devices, starting from the circuit section consuming the smallest portion of the total access latency. After each replacement, CACTI-P checks whether the current total access time is still within the allowed deviation from the best access time specified by the user. This optimization and replacement process will stop when the access time penalty is out of the range of the allowed deviation from the best access time, and the results before the violation are considered as the final results. The tuning process for both power-gating and device optimization only incurs less than 10% of computation time of the previous CACTI on modern servers.

IV. VALIDATION

The primary focus of CACTI-P is the accurate modeling of power, area, and timing of SRAM structures with leakage power reduction techniques. Modeled overheads include the wakeup latency/energy and area penalty. We compare the output of CACTI-P against the published data of modern industrial cache designs including a 16MB 16-way associative L3 cache of the 65nm Xeon Tulsa processor [13], a 6MB 24-way associative L2 cache of the 45nm Penryn processor [4], and a 128Kb subarray of Intel’s 32nm SRAM design [16]. The configurations for the validations are based on the published data of the target RAMs and caches in [4], [13], [16] including the leakage power reduction techniques, cache capacity, associativity, technology, and bus width.

Table III shows a comparison of the leakage power for validations against the target RAM cache designs. Differences between the total leakage power generated by CACTI-P and reported data are <5%, <8%, and <14% for the Xeon L3 cache, the Penryn L2 cache, and the Intel 32nm SRAM subarray, respectively. CACTI-P significantly improves the accuracy of leakage power modeling by 5.2× on average compared to the previous versions of CACTI [1] and brings the error percentage of leakage modeling to the common error range (10 ∼ 20%) of the previous versions of CACTI [1] for dynamic power, area, and timing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>32nm SRAM</th>
<th>Model result</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time wakeup</td>
<td>0.16 ns</td>
<td>0.14 ns</td>
<td>-12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area overhead</td>
<td>&lt; 2%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>&lt; -15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
VALIDATION OF POWER-GATING OVERHEAD RESULTS OF CACTI-P AGAINST AN INDUSTRIAL SRAM DESIGN [16] WITH POWER-GATING.

The major contribution of CACTI-P is not only to perform accurate evaluation of power reduction with leakage power control techniques but also to accurately model the overhead such as the wakeup latency, wakeup energy, and area penalty of sleep transistors when power-gating is applied. As shown in Table IV, the results of the modeled wakeup latency and area overhead (the wakeup energy has not been reported thus cannot be compared) are well aligned with reported data in the SRAM design in [16]. Again, note that the error percentage (< -15%) is within the common error range (10 ∼ 20%) of the previous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Targets</th>
<th>Published $P_{\text{leakage}}$</th>
<th>CACTI-P result</th>
<th>CACTI-P Error</th>
<th>CACTI [1] result</th>
<th>CACTI [1] Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xeon 16MB 65nm L3</td>
<td>6.6 W</td>
<td>6.92 W</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>27.2 W</td>
<td>412%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penryn 6MB 45nm L2</td>
<td>1.7 W</td>
<td>1.84 W</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9.65 W</td>
<td>568%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel 32nm 128 Kb subarray</td>
<td>5 mW</td>
<td>5.7 mW</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>36.5 mW</td>
<td>630%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
versions of CACTI [1] for dynamic power, area, and timing.

CACTI-P also outputs the contributions of various power management techniques to the total leakage power reduction. The use of long channel devices reduces the leakage power by 2.67 × and 2.74 × for the 65nm Xeon L3 and 45nm Penryn L2 caches, respectively. The use of power gating reduces leakage power by 1.52 × and 1.97 × for the 65nm Xeon L3 and 45nm Penryn L2 caches, respectively. These results are in close agreement with the reported data [4], [13], [16]. CACTI-P also accurately provides results of power, area, and timing on overall SRAM arrays. As shown in Table V, the modeled dynamic power, area, and latency numbers track the published numbers well, with an average error around 15% over access time, area, and dynamic power.

The validation of CACTI-P against the industry designs shows that CACTI-P achieves accurate modeling results on leakage power reduction techniques not only across different designs but also across technology generations.

V. CASE STUDY

To demonstrate the utility of CACTI-P, we apply it to the study of the system-level impact of nanosecond scale power-gating caches in a future manycore architecture at 22 nm. We assume throughput-oriented cores with multi-level caches and apply the nanosecond scale power-gating technique to each level of caches. Nanosecond scale power-gating seeks to minimize the leakage power by maximizing the time that the caches stay in the sleep state while the processor is still running. Nanosecond scale power-gating is achieved by putting the caches in the sleep state after each batch of cache accesses. Each cache access only involves one or a few subarrays that are usually a small portion of the entire cache. For nanosecond scale power-gating, all subarrays are in the sleep state when the cache is idle. When the cache is active, the active subarrays enter the sleep state after each cache access unless there are accesses to the same subarrays issued into the cache pipeline. While nanosecond scale power-gating can maximize leakage power reduction, the associated timing and energy penalty may cause the degradation of system performance and waste dynamic energy. In this study we find how the multi-level cache hierarchy can make the best use of nanosecond scale power-gating.

A. Experimental Setup

Figure 6 shows the future manycore architecture we assume targeting high throughput computing. It consists of 64 cores running at 3.5GHz connected by a 2D-mesh on-chip network. Up to 4 threads share an in-order core pipeline like a Niagara processor [8]. Each core has 32KB 4-way set-associative L1 instruction and data caches as well as a 512KB 16-way set-associative L2 cache. All caches have 64B cache lines. An L2 cache is inclusive of L1 caches in the same core. A directory-based MESI protocol is used for cache coherency. The on-chip network employs minimal dimension-order routing and two virtual channels per physical port. There are two memory controllers per edge so that a total of 8 controllers are used, with each memory controller having a single channel of DDR3-1600 DIMM. We use McSim [2], a manycore simulation infrastructure, for performance simulation. By using McPAT [9], [10], the total chip thermal design power (TDP) and area are determined to be 136W and 263mm² respectively, given the 3.5GHz frequency. We apply long channel devices and Hi-k devices to both L1 and L2 caches. The L1 instruction (L1I) cache and L1 data (L1D) cache have the same structures, and nanosecond scale power-gating can be applied to both. However, we only apply nanosecond scale power-gating to L1D cache since the L1I cache is seldom idle during processor execution and thus not a good candidate for nanosecond scale power-gating. Thus, we only study the system implications of power-gating on both L1D and L2 caches. Table VI lists the results used in our simulations obtained from CACTI-P on the native access latency/energy, the wakeup latency/energy because of power-gating sleep transistors, and the leakage power with and without power-gating. Note that although the wakeup latency of the L1D cache is much less than one core clock cycle, the cache access time still increases by one cycle since the sleep transistors are controlled by the clock signal and need to be restored to the full supply voltage level before wordline activation starts.

The SPEC CPU 2006 [6] benchmark suite is used in our experiments. Twelve applications are selected from the integer (CINT) and floating-point (CFP) categories and divided into 3 groups for each category, based on their main-memory bandwidth demand (Table VII). The benchmark suite is simulated as consolidated multi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Targets</th>
<th>Published P_{dynamic}/Area/Latency</th>
<th>CACTI-P Results</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xeon 16MB 65nm L3</td>
<td>5.4 W / 200 mm² / 9 ns</td>
<td>4.75 W / 171 mm² / 8.3 ns</td>
<td>-12% / -15% / -8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penryn 6MB 45nm L2</td>
<td>1.8 W / 40 mm² / 4.9 ns</td>
<td>1.55 W / 34 mm² / 4.1 ns</td>
<td>-14% / -16% / -16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
VALIDATION OF DYNAMIC POWER, AREA AND TIMING RESULTS OF CACTI-P AGAINST INDUSTRIAL LAST-LEVEL CACHE DESIGNS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access time (ns)/energy (nJ)</th>
<th>Wakeup time (ns)/energy (nJ)</th>
<th>Leakage power (mW) NP/WP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32KB L1D</td>
<td>0.45 (2 cycles) / 0.07</td>
<td>0.05 (1 cycle) / 0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512KB L2</td>
<td>2.3 (8 cycles) / 0.6</td>
<td>0.19 (1 cycle) / 0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI
CACTI-P MODELING RESULTS OF THE 32KB L1 CACHE AND 512KB L2 CACHE IN THE MANYCORE PROCESSOR AT 22NM TECHNOLOGY NODE. LEAKAGE POWER INCLUDES BOTH THE RESULTS WITH (WP) AND WITHOUT POWER GATING (NP).
Managing SRAM leakage power has become one of the most critical design constraints to meet the chip power budget. CACTI-P is the first architecture-level modeling tool to consider all major leakage power reduction techniques for SRAM-based structures. CACTI-P models both the leakage power savings as well as the power, area, and timing overheads when implementing advanced leakage management techniques. By providing these capabilities, CACTI-P bridges the gap between circuit and device technologies on the one hand and system organizations on the other, enabling architects to perform quantitative research on a broad design space for leakage management of SRAM-based structures for future processors. Using CACTI-P with a performance simulator, we show that nanosecond scale power-gating applied to L2 caches can achieve a good balance between leakage power savings and the degradation on performance and wasting of dynamic energy, which improves the system energy-delay product by 18% on average for multiprogrammed workloads composed of the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark suite.

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 7. Cache power, system power, IPC, and relative EDP of the tested manycore system running the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark suite. None stands for a configuration without power-gating on any cache, which is the baseline. L1, L2, and L1L2 stand for configurations where a power-gating technique is applied to only L1D caches, only L2 caches, and both L1D and L2 caches.

B. Results

Figure 7 shows cache power, processor power, IPC, and relative EDP of the manycore system on the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark suite. Figure 7(a) shows the dynamic and leakage power of L1D caches and L2 caches as well as the IPC of the 6 application mixes. When no power-gating technique is applied to the L2 caches, L2 leakage power surpasses other cache power components owing to the large capacity of the L2 caches. Power-gating the L2 caches reduces more than half of their leakage power, but makes negligible impacts on the system performance and dynamic energy. As a result, it improves the system-level EDP by 18% on average as shown in Figure 7(b).

On the contrary, power-gating the L1D caches lowers the L1D leakage power by 2.2×, which is significant, but translates into only a 7% reduction in total cache power since the size of the L1D caches are relatively smaller than the L2 caches. Because L1D caches are directly connected to the core pipelines and more latency critical, nanosecond scale power-gating on L1D caches affects the performance more significantly than power-gating the L2 caches. Moreover, because of the frequent accesses to L1D cache, the wakeup energy also adds an extra 18% to its dynamic power. On average, it lowers the IPC by 11%, which combined with the extra dynamic power leads to a 15% increase in the system-level EDP. The influences of L1D nanosecond scale power-gating and L2 nanosecond scale power-gating on leakage power reduction, IPC, and system EDP are mostly superposed, which means that the impacts of power-gating on each level are rarely dependent. The system configuration that applies nanosecond scale power-gating only to L2 caches gives the best EDP among all the options.

TABLE VII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEC 2006 APPLICATION MIXES FOR HIGH, MEDIUM, AND LOW MEMORY BANDWIDTH.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPEC CPU2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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